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Abstract: The main principle in legal process that the criminal court restricted by the motion limits, but that 

not mean that the court restrict by the crime category held by investigation authority of the act link to the 

suspect, but it’s the court duty to research the criminal motion by all its components and specifications and have 

to applied law correctly and precisely. 

So when the criminal court issue a verdict in the given motion it didn't follows the crime in its specific scope of 

crime category referred to it but it has the duty to go on all details from all other evidences and from the 

investigation held by it. 

In all way, the court should not punish the suspect on physical action not included in the referred decision or 

summon paper.  

In this paper we will discuss this issue in three section, in the first we will search the doctrine of Court 

circumscribe by criminal motion limitations and the second for the doctrine of Court circumscribe by personal 

motion limitations while the third will dedicated to the doctrine of Court circumscribe by factual motion 

limitations. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The study of the doctrine of Court circumscribe by criminal motion limitations (CML) is a big pillar 

of judiciary, it has a unique important to the court verdict and to the core of judicial process.  

The doctrine was gain enormous important from the set of criminal motion thru investigation stage to 

referring it to court to make a judgment restricting by personal and substantial limitations.  

So the goals of the thesis is rested in the apprehension of right imposition of law as a first step to 

fulfill criminal justice, this can be done by applying law on facts and persons, the court rule will be 

understanding first the facts then the law govern the motion to reach the correct implementation to 

law which is the parties target and the judge duty. So, to clarity the subject we will divide our study to 

three sections, in the first we will search the doctrine of Court circumscribe by criminal motion 

limitations and the second for the doctrine of Court circumscribe by personal motion limitations while 

the third will dedicated to the doctrine of Court circumscribe by factual motion limitations.  

2. DEFINITION OF CML 

One of the main principles of criminal procedures is the separation of the authority of impose charges 

from the indictment authority. According to that the panel courts cannot give a sentence in a motion 

unless it reaches to it by the legal processes and by a concern person, and that's limitation adhere to 

not to investigation and impose a charge authority, instead, it will be to panel court. We will clarify 

this in following sections. 

2.1. The Meaning of CML  

The real meaning is restricted panel court by the motion context in both personal and material 

aspects([1]), it also restricted court by the motion facts set by charge authority and the accused 

person's([2]).So if the penal court makes a sentence within these limitations, then the verdict is lawful, 

otherwise it will be a void verdict([3]). 
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The pursue of criminal motion consider a type of accusation aimed at a specific person submitted to 

court so the latter can examine it and analyzed it in order to reach its verdict either by indictment or 

not guilty([4]). 

According to that accusation a person is no more than a claim which should put under a close 

examination and investigation, and this process may lead to discover a new facts or new suspects or 

even new circumstances related to the motion examined by the court ([5]). 

From above we concluded that CML is one of the basic rules governed criminal procedure in courts, 

and that is for the benefit of defendant([6]).as he will be referred to court to prosecuted based on the 

same facts he referred by([7]). Although court can brought a new suits against new suspects by 

referring them to the certain authorities to start a new suit against them ([8]). 

The court adherence by a fact present in motion called a panel court substantiality (which represent a 

objective factor) ([9]). while her adherence by accused persons called a rule of panel court 

individuality (which represent a subjective factor) ([10]), so the court cannot issue a verdict in a 

motion didn't submit to her by the legal means ([11]), that mean the court which is approach the case 

must confine by facts and accused persons in her final verdict as a implementation to the doctrine of 

separation between authority of accusation and authority of prosecution ([12]). 

From all above we reached a conclusion applying that obtain justice can fulfill by adherence when she 

used its authority in giving a legal statue to the given motion, and that is a keystone procedural rule 

related to the court mandate in reviewing the motion if she ignore it the issued verdict will be void to 

violated essential rules part of public order, so this argument can be address by plaintiff in any stage 

of motion, and it can be address for the first time even before the cassation. 

2.2. Legal Base of CML 

Most of modern legal systems codified the doctrine of CML in their legislations, and it’s very rare 

that doctrine omitted from any panel code and that because of the magnificent important to its roots. 

As far as Iraqi panel codes, we notice that the So-called "Baghdadi criminal procedures (abolished) 

didn't mention it, still, Iraqi court in all his verdicts and judgments ([13]). 

But the current law of criminal procedures no. Filled that gap following modern panel code, the sib 

article A of article (155) cited” It is not permissible to try any defendant who has not been referred to 

the court" 

From the paragraph above its clear that Iraqi legislator referred only to personal limitations without 

mention substantial limitation, nor did he mention it indirectly in any other text on criminal code, only 

one think emphasized on that doctrine, and that is the some leading cases settled by Iraqi courts which 

referred explicitly to court obligation to follow the fact brought to it without extend its authority to 

examine any other circumstances didn't set before court.  

We believed that. Iraqi legislator should mention that doctrine directly and included both personal and 

substantial limitation because it’s have a grave important as a main guarantee of defendant.  

But the Iraqi legislator didn't followed that scheme to the end, because he came close to the doctrine 

in the sub article B of article (187) from criminal procedure law which allow the court to change the 

charge to the crime referred to it without restriction of the article charge by the authority referred the 

motion, also its state the court power to modified the charge circumstances and withdrew the charge 

or drop it. 

It’s obvious that allowing the court not following CML is came to avoid ignoring it by letting courts 

prosecute the persons committed illegal act even they not referred to it, like the absence of witness 

summon to show in court ([14]). 

Nor the abstain by the latter to take the oath ordered by court ([15]) 

In the above cases the court can issue a charge against that person and prosecuted him by change his 

legal status from witness to suspect, and that could be right if its allowed only in and that is a clear 

violation of CML. 

So we call for the Iraqi legislator to amend sub article A of the article (155) of Iraqi criminal 

procedures no. To read like this" no suspect should be prosecuted on facts didn't included in referred 

decision, nor sentence issue against anyone didn't brought to court by panel motion. 
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3. PERSONAL LIMITATIONS TO CML 

To determine personals limitations we will dissect the subject into two paragraphs. We first deal with 

definition of personal limitations, and then we will examine the scope of personal limitation of CML. 

3.1. Definition of Personal Limitations to CML 

It can be defined as a restrictions imposed on court when she used its power one the same person(s) 

which have been referred to by specific authority ([16]). 

Anybody else should not be a subject to a verdict even if have a relation to the crime or have a close 

relation to the suspect ([17]). 

That mean the court mandate is one the only on the suspect brought to court by the motion without 

extend to other, even if there a sold prove that the latter participate in committed the crime ([18]), so 

we call it personal limitations as its forbid the court from prosecute anyone other than the suspect held 

by the concern motion ([19]). 

That doctrine restricted court by person accused, so it cannot brought new suspects or their partner 

([20]), because the main idea is that the prosecution hold on real suspect not others ([21]). 

3.2. The Scope of Personal Limitations of CML 

After we defined the personal limitations of CML, we can concluded the scope of that's limitations, 

because it rested on the person which the criminal motion brought against him by the authority with 

the power to do that by law ([22]). 

So if the court reached a conclusion to brought another suspect or his accomplice in the crime it 

couldn't do that by involved him in that motion even if that conclusion reinforced by an official 

request from the authority which have the power to commence the motion in the first place([23]). 

That lead to the fact that the court will proceed only with motion brought to her by legal means ([24]). 

The effect of last obliged the court not issue any verdict either innocence or indictment or release in 

spite of her power in determine crime status, that mean court couldn't prosecute anyone not mention in 

referring decision even if that person was attend the court procedures or summoned to be a witness or 

the civil plaintiff([25]). 

So if a person referred to a court in a battery account then the victim testified that the one who did the 

crime is the accused son then the court cannot indicted the son or acquitted his father as the court will 

followed CML doctrine([26]) 

And this will not prevent the court from take an action against him, but it will forced it to followed the 

proper procedures by acquire the investigation authority to initiate the proceeding ([27]) 

Because the CML enshrined the rights of due process with all its level which will be violated if the 

accused person referred to court directly without go thru investigation process first ([28]) 

So if the court issued a sentence against a person didn't referred to it as a suspect then her sentence is a 

void and will be nulled([29]) 

Because all the stage of prosecution should be exhausted include elementary investigation with all its 

guarantees which should precede the appearance in the court ([30]) 

which may lead to suspect acquittal or not responsibility or that the act he done didn't hold to be a 

crime, even so the suspect direct challenge about the crime may irritate him and cause him to testified 

in a way he wouldn't say it otherwise([31]). 

From above we may concluded that every suspect can be part of the multi stage suit allow him to 

know the crime accused to committed so he can prepare his defense according to the stage given, and 

the court obliged to prosecuted only the person referred to it in the motion while the other suspect can 

be prosecuted only by following proper proceeding. 

As to Iraqi law, it clearly restrict the court by personal limitations to CML so to guarantee the suspect 

rights and protect justice in courts by provide all rights to him in every stage([32]). 
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4. FACTUAL LIMITATIONS TO CML 

4.1. Meaning of Factual Limitations to CML 

Its main meaning is that the court should followed the facts cited in the referred case so it cannot 

punish a suspect didn't came to court in the motion, even if that assumption enforced by evidence 

([33]). 

Also one of the main principles of criminal procedure reside in the separation of the authority of 

accusation and prosecution which prevent the court from change the crime description referred to the 

court in an issues didn't included in referee decision or summon paper or the arrest warrant([34]) 

It also mean that the court will restricted which the fact as it came to court even by summon paper or 

arrest warrant, so it cannot issue a verdict on fact didn't challenge the suspect in the given 

motion([35]). 

Base on above if the court used its power within factual limitation then her judgment is correct 

([36]).otherwise it will be null ([37]). 

All that mean the investigation authority when proceed motion it will link a certain suspect to specific 

facts, so the court which address the motion couldn't go beyond the given facts to other facts didn't 

specified in referee decision or summon paper or even arrest warrant, and that go also for the court of 

cassation which couldn't that neither([38]) 

And that validated the second part of CML doctrine, so nobody punished based on facts appear after 

the motion proceeding or wasn't clear in the time of start the motion proceeding, and the facts we 

mean are that detailed in the official accusation to the suspect in the referee decision([39]) 

 That mean the criminal motion with what represent of criminal act are in fact the crime realities 

which the general prosecutor call for indict the perpetrator on proper sentence based on it([40]) 

All that on the same reasons we discuss in the personal limitations of CML. 

To sum up we can say that the Factual limitations to CML mean the court should be obliged by 

factual fact the suspect referred by it, because in the suspect best interest to be under the full judicial 

process starting by initial investigation to the given facts so he can prepare his argument concerning 

the criminal charge and challenge the facts which may lead to his indictment.  

4.2. The Scope of Factual Limitations to CML 

These limitations didn't raised any difficulties about the motion parties, as the doctrine will be 

violated whenever the court take its proceeding to a person as a perpetrator or his accomplices far as 

this person didn't by a part of criminal motion by entitled person([41]) 

But the problems arise in Factual limitations to CML as its need to give a precise concept on that 

issue.  

To clarified, we said that the concept of Factual limitations to CML referred to the crime, and that 

lead to included all crime elements without covering the criminalized paragraph, or what came with it 

like the crime circumstance([42]). 

In other word, the motion itself included the material and intentional elements and the court should 

stick to it as they represent the concept of the crime which referred to the actual meaning of the crime, 

and the later is parts of Factual limitations to CML in the revision of crime category ([43]). 

Now we can say that the crime means the criminal act, and the latter in its dynamic concept referred to 

the crime itself by its elements without the panelized articles ([44]). So the material and intentional 

crime elements are beyond alteration ([45]). 

Also the precise meaning of the crime (the main essence of the crime categorizing) is differ by the 

panel legal systems, in common law countries which represent the main base for the doctrine show 

clearly the intend of the courts to restricted the panel judge by all criminal charge details, and this 

include the acts as well as the panelized paragraphs and all the crime surrounding ([46]). 

As to French law and the laws followed it path like Iraq or Egypt, they consider the concept of crime 

as an act not as a physical mobility ([47]). 

Even though these law mentions the personal limitations to CML ([48]). 
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But Iraqi criminal code ignored an explicit paragraph of the personal limitations to CML, but we can 

infer the Iraqi judiciary stand which followed French and Egypt laws ([49]). 

So according to this factual limitation if the court issue a verdict of suspect by innocence or 

indictment on circumstances didn't referred to court based on it, that mean the court make an 

error([50]). 

As its take a role of charging which is not within its mandate, and not followed the referee decision 

([51]). 

Base on that the court should restricted by the essential motion and forbid from make any 

modification by adding a new fact didn't mention in the initial investigation or the proceeding 

([52]).even if the new fact are provable to the court ([53]).so if the motion set against certain person 

and link him to a robbery the court could not indict him on other crime ([54]). 

The main reason of Factual limitations to CML is guarantee the independence of the crime been 

referred to the court and the one proceed in by the court, so if the court added anew facts based on its 

finding then her judgment will be void([55]) 

And this voidness renders the court verdict without a binding effect ([56]) 

Also it worth to mention that Factual limitations to CML not an absolute doctrine, as the panel court 

has the powers within the limitations like the power of modified and alter the crime category which 

been referred to court ([57]).and modify the criminal charge ([58]).or correct the errors and withdraw 

the criminal charge or even abolish it ([59]). 

From all above we can conclude that Factual limitations to CML restrict the court power and prevent 

it from violated it, so we call for Iraqi legislator to add a new paragraph No. C to the article No.(155) 

of Iraqi criminal procedures to be like this" the suspect cannot be prosecuted on a crime didn't 

mention in the referee decision" so the Iraqi legislator will go along with the trend adopted by 

comparative Arabian laws. 

5. CONCLUSION 

After we reach the end in studying limitations to CML its worth to mention a numbers of conclusions 

and suggestions: 

 The main rules governed proceed the motion is the doctrine of the limitations to CML which 

restricted the court by the persons and facts. 

 The limitations of CML didn't mean deprived the court to initiated a motion based on new facts to 

a new suspects and because the court had the right report the responsible authority to start the 

judicial process.  

 The thesis show that the limitations to CML mean that the court power restricted within the scope 

of motion and that what the justice call because the essential procedural rules which belong to the 

court mandate based on criminal motion.  

 The doctrine of limitations to CML is base on the referred decision which determine the personal 

and factual limitation and that forced the court to hold it because the violated it will lead to null the 

judgment, and that annulment is part of public order which mean it can be call upon in any part of 

motion stages. 

 The Iraqi legislator explicitly cited the personal limitation without factual limitation in sub-article 

A from article (155) from Iraqi criminal procedures law and we couldn't find any other articles in 

the same law adopted the factual limitation of CML, but Iraqi courts mention it directly in its 

judgments. This doctrine is very important as it is main cornerstone of justice guarantee, so we call 

for Iraqi legislator to amend sub- article A from the article (155) of Iraqi criminal procedures to 

read like this" the suspect cannot be prosecuted on a crime not mention in referred decision, and 

the court couldn't issue a verdict to anyone other than the suspect in the given motion". 

 The study show that the doctrine of personal limitation of CML only link to the suspect been 

referred to court as the prosecution held against the actual suspect which the proceeding start 

against him, not other person. 
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 The scope of doctrine of personal limitation of CML is restricted by the person being prosecuted, 

so any person cannot be persecuted unless there is a motion initiated against him according to law, 

because doctrine of personal limitation of CML is held in the preserved the procedures rights in its 

multi-stage process.  

 The stage of initial investigation is a main stage of criminal motion and a guarantee to the suspect 

before referring to the court, but that didn't deprive the court from its power about that person. 

 The personal limitations are part of public order which mean it can be call upon in any part of 

motion stages. 
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